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What is the biggest problem
Binance Smart Chain network investors?
In the BSC market, there are few projects out there that focus on
the main desire of their investors, which is to obtain great returns
safely and at any time during the life cycle of a project. Most of said
projects ultimately reach an All Time High or ATH point which they
quickly, but after a short time, the price plummets to remain
lateralizing in its lowest point, generating great losses for the
latest and most recent investors to enter.
The market manipulation of large capital investors, which may also
be commonly known as whales, generates "panic sales" in small
or inexperienced investors. This is generating large capital losses
for them, for the projects themselves and for the ecosystem itself,
since many investors stop betting on new projects for fear of their
previous negative experiences.
This project is aimed or those who find it hard to sleep at night with
open positions and who cannot keep taking their eyes off the chart
for fear of dumps. EVERATH proposes a solution to this type of
manipulation with a simple and different proposal. �EATH is the
token of the project that operates within the Binance Smart Chain.
It is aimed at constant market growth and automated price drop
control, through an oracle-controlled Smart “Anti-dump” System.

Learn how EVERATH works:
Smart Anti-Dump System
In EVERATH (�EATH) each purchase and sale transaction sends an
event that is received by a validation oracle, which is in charge of
analyzing the price variation in the market taking into account the
last ATH that the token has reached .
Based on the calculations, it then determines a support threshold
of -15% on the maximum price reached. If the price reaches said
limit, the contract will automatically discourage and limit sales
through a contributory system called "Premium for Permanence",
until that the price reaches the price of the last ATH again.
The "Premium for Permanence" system is responsible for applying
a 35% tax to those who want to sell below the limit of -15% on the
last ATH. The total of that charge is then fully distributed to the
holders automatically (based on the percentage participation of
each one), motivating sales to be made in true profit points and
ensuring rewards never seen before for those who hold.
It is important to know that in the event that the contribution
system remains active and the price remains below the
established support or has not reached the ATH within 1 week, the
price is automatically set at the moment as reference value of the
last ATH. In this way, any type of price stagnation is avoided and
allows the system to adapt to different market situations.
In addition, as if that were not enough, for each purchase and sale,
the holders will receive a distributed 1% of each of those
transactions.
In this way, we preserve the capital of each one of the investors of
�EATH and ensure that they can obtain profitability in a constant
manner and without the fear that a sudden drop in market value
generates.

Clarification on the time limit in
the price recovery phase:
The system can automatically execute the current price
readjustment 2 times consecutively. (If the maximum price has
not been reached within a week during the “range recovery”
phase.)
In the event that it is extended to a third time or later, it will be left
to the evaluation and voting of the EVERATH holders through a
decentralized voting system that will be based on the percentage
participation of the user in number of tokens. This is with the
objective of defining whether to execute the readjustment action
or extend the reward time for permanence for another week.
This vote will last 24 hours.

How does the oracle of EVERATH
work?
The EVERATH oracle is developed with an asynchronous data
processing model in Node.js to obtain information about the
different transactions that are carried out in real time, as well as
to identify automation patterns or bots and be able to mitigate
them.
It is running 24/7 on mirror servers on Amazon EC2.

FAQ
Where can EVERATH be purchased?
�EATH is available on the Binance Smart Chain network with its liquidity
exclusively on PancakeSwap. It can be purchased from the PancakeSwap
platform by copying the contract on the web or from swaps that use the
PancakeSwap router, for example PooCoin.
What is the transaction fee?
For each purchase and sale you will have a tax of 2% of the tokens, of which
1% will be automatically distributed to the holders and the other 1% will be
used for maintenance and gas necessary by the oracle.
Will there be a presale?
Special presale for BBTC holders:
https://presale.everath.com/
Public presale:
DxSale platform (link on the web)
If there are any remaining tokens after the pre-sale phases, they will be
automatically burned by sending them to the dead wallet.
Will they have blocked the liquidity of the pre-sale?
Yes, the presale liquidity will be blocked for 365 days initially and then
consecutively to the expectations of changes that Pan cakeSwap proposes
in your router, but it will always be blocked. The liquidity generated by the
market itself is automatically blocked by PancakeSwap.

FAQ

CONT.
How will they make the price always stay at ATH?
Using the incorporation of an oracle that constantly verifies the value of the
token from a server, it will receive each event issued by purchase and sale in
a constant manner and based on this, it will dictate the activation or
deactivation of a massive sales control system called “ Reward for
permanence” within the token contract itself, motivating sales to be made in
true earning points and ensuring great rewards to those who hold.
What benefits do I have for being an �EATH holder?
The project offers a safe investment that is constantly constantly growing and
enabling you to receive rewards distributed from 1% for each purchase and
sale made and up to 35% if a user decides to sell when sales are limited.
BBTC's First Satellite Token!
EVERATH belongs to the BBTC ecosystem. A young network of projects
focused on the interoperability of their functions, as well as between
communities for mutual benefit and exponential growth of all projects in the
ecosystem, providing an investment portfolio with solid support supported by
various projects.
More information about BBTC at:
https://babybitcoin.finance

TOKENOMICS
Taxes:
For each purchase and sale there will be a tax of 2% of the tokens, of which
1% will be automatically distributed to the holders and the other 1% will be
used for maintenance and gas necessary by the oracle. With the "Premium
for permanence" system activated, the sales tax is 35%.

Multi-Staking Platform
Rewards: 5% *
Marketing and
development:
Team: 6%
Market liquidity: 80%
TOTAL SUPPLY:
100.000.000 EATH

* With the budget in Marketing and Development tokens, in addition to
supporting diffusion, maintenance costs, personnel, promotional airdrops,
raffles and eventual lotteries will be carried out to promote the diffusion
and adoption of �EATH in the ecosystem.
* The multi-staking platform is a revolutionary project aimed at providing
continuous rewards in all present and future tokens of the BBTC ecosystem,
balancing the variables to obtain stable profits based on the user's
investment.

